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A critical introduction
by Richard Gilbert

Dreams shelter in intimacies: the brush of a fingertip, a sudden shift to dusk. What
remains has no name, and, before it, language disappears. What then arises in the
heart is a language beyond words. Haiku has been called the poem of this language, an objective art, even anti-romantic. Yet in the unexpected mercurial veins
of such poetry, philosophy and love may be conjoined into an ethereal headrush of
minimalism and sensuality.

with the fire down to coals whispering

ground fog
up to my ankles
in moonlight

Jim Kacian has been exploring this new form of haiku with a skilled ear and open
mind for more than 25 years, and has considered thoroughly its implications.
Haiku is the briefest genre in contemporary literature, short enough to graze nonexistence. One aspect of its poetic power involves the writer's skill in revealing just
how little of reality there is clinging to words—how little is necessary to create a
multi-dimensional cosmos. Here in these pages, despite a seeming objectivity, it is
mystery which remains.
These seven cycles of 17 haiku present an extension of the lineage of that genre
which began with Pound and the Imagists and runs through Stevens and Williams,
Eluard and Paz, and incorporates both the Beats and the Language poets, while remaining fully cognizant of the century-old dialogue with the Japanese tradition,
ancient and modern. What is perhaps exclusive here is the incorporation of the 20th
century modern, rather than its rejection. For decades now, the majority of published haiku have followed a reductive formula related to objective realism (Japanese critic Hasegawa Kai refers to such work as “garakuta (junk) haiku”), disallowing metaphor, the surreal, disjunct paradox, etc. These novel incorporations
help elevate these poems here to art, and bring much-needed innovation to the
genre.

clouds seen
through clouds
seen through

Innovation with return. Innovation in service of return. Returning again to nature;
the nature of the poem as an inhabitation:

starry night some noise of the Big Bang left

dreaming
in the sleeping bag
of butterflies

Haiku offer the reader a unique poetic quality, best described by the term kire (literally, “cutting”), a borrowing from the Japanese: a cutting through time and space.
In the romance languages this is usually represented by a hyphen, colon or semicolon, indicating a break in the haiku both visually and conceptually. In this collection Jim espouses a broader conception of kire (showing consonance with modern
Japanese haiku). Take for instance a haiku that at first glance seems realistic:

porch conversation
the spring squalls change
the subject

Possibility meets impossibility as the weather (the non-human environment) reorients a domestic scene. No single element is overtly non-objective; to paraphrase
Williams, no ideas but in things: a porch conversation, a squall, and a subject of
conversation. The sensibility of kire relies on a reader-experience of the genre—a
slowing down of the eye, a pause to appreciate what is absent. One main break occurs between the second and third lines, without the use of orthography. When I
first read this haiku, I immediately think, “why”? Why or how do the “squalls”
change “the subject”? It is the aspect of kire that provokes immediacy and intensity
to the question. The answer is not given; through the incompleteness of the story
there is an entrance. Something lies beyond the words—and this imagining brings
with it participation, and thereby intimacy. The poem does not cohere without a
personal journey. Through an unsought hiatus in time, place and space, through
sudden weather, and right on the porch—the experience (and the poem) shifts from
the literal to the hypothetical. Technically we might point to the general susurrus of

the poem (the ‑ch of porch, -sa of conversation, -s of spring, -s of squalls, -ch of
change, -s of subject). The wind of kire unsettles, shifting the reader along with
those on the porch. Where is the porch, and what is the concern of “the subject”?
Rhythmically, “the subject,” broken off in the last line, ends the haiku with a sense
of finality (the full stop of -ject and brevity of syllabic rhythm). This image comes
after the break in the poem, and so multiplies its meanings—the subject is the topic
of a porch conversation, but also the moment of reading, the moment of mind,
moments of non‑dual being as reader and poem merge: becoming abstract, becoming here—nature meets culture meets infinity.
In such conjunction there is also metamorphosis: the author suggests we view these
poems not only as themselves, but through the further lens of the cycle of grief.
Such a method yields an unexpected freshness to these quite familiar poems, adding dimension:

fireworks
the whiteness
of her throat

at the end of Lent the taste of you

There are a number of qualities here I especially appreciate—the creative use of
language for instance, and innovative technical achievement. Add to this list the
evocation of dimension, which enlarges and deepens, renews and refreshes our
human purpose. It is the sign of a true poet that this dimension is opened to us, in a
language which moves past the ordinary in our lives, allowing us to enter the
larger, extraordinary realm of mind, of cosmos, on our own.

not knowing
when I lost track
of the music

moonless night
seeing more into it
as it deepens
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